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"Our Initiative is to make the Campus Green, Clean and Eco-Friendly" 

 

The report on Green Campus has been compiled keeping in view the SATAT – the framework 

for eco-friendly and sustainable campus development in Higher Education Institutions, issued 

by UGC (New Delhi). 

To reach out more people and to increase student, staff, and faculty awareness of the 

importance of implementing sustainable practices in the campus environment and beyond the 

committee was expanded. As all work has to be systematically planned, executed and 

documented, sub-committees were formed out of the main committee to deal with the different 

tasks. 

Committee members of the Green Campus Report: 

1. Dr. Jyoti Kataria, Coordinator 

2. Dr. Indu Mehta 

3. Dr. Shikha Gupta 

4. Dr. Varinder Kumar 

5. Dr. Mahak Sharma 

6. Dr. Supriya Vaid 

7. Dr. Vikram Sagar 

Sub-committee members involved in data compilation: 

1. Dr. Kamna Singh 

2. Dr. Jyoti Joshi 

3. Ms. Raveena 

4. Ms. Jasprit 

5. Dr. Neha Dhiman 

6. Dr. Sahil Kapoor 

7. Dr. Anuprabha 

8. Dr. Shivani Saini 

Student volunteers involved in data compilation: 

1. Mr. Dikshant Sharma  B.A. II 

2. Mr. Aditya Sharma  B.A. II 

3. Ms. Komal Sharma  B.Sc III (Non-Med) 

4. Ms. Pooja     B.Sc I (Non-Med) 

5. Abhinav    B.Sc II (Non-Med) 

6. Nakulphull   B.A. I 

7. Jasagam    B.A. I 

8. Sparsh Kataria   B.A. I 
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Green campus is a combination of the environment and the campus world in its management. 

The concept of the environment which includes 3R (reduce, reuse, recycle), greening,  

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) and so on are combined with the campus concept which 

consists of the physical condition of the campus, campus location and the behavior of campus 

residents. The green campus is an overall activity in environmental management in order to 

create a sustainable campus. 

 

About the College 

Goswami Ganesh DuttaSanatan Dharma College is a ‘Clean and Green Campus’ for it has a 

very clean, green and beautiful landscape and plantations that provide an excellence 

environment for learning.  

The college was established in 1973 with an aim to bring change in society through education. 

Since its inception, institution has come a long way to establish itself as one of the premier 

institutions of higher learning in the region. The institution has been accredited with ‘A+’ 

Grade by NAAC in its 3rd Cycle of accreditation in 2017. The College has been in the rank 

band 100-150 in NIRF - 2020 of Colleges by Ministry of Human Resource Development, 

Government of India. The college offers various opportunities to our students for developing 

their talent and also promotes a culture of acceptance through day to day activities.  

Green Campus Committee: The Institution has constituted a Green Campus Committee in 

order to protect and conserve ecological systems and resources within the campus.  

Vision: Safe and Eco-friendly sustainable campus  

Mission: Set standards, adopt measures and educate the students and society about safe and 

eco-friendly environment 

Objectives of the Green Campus Committee 

1. Promote a clean, green and sustainable campus 

 Ensure environment friendly practices in the college 

 Refine people about the need for protection of environment for a sustainable and healthy 

future. 

 To formulate and implement policy for development of green areas on campus. 

 Implant a sense of responsibility for the environment commitment to protect and 

preserve it. 
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2. Promote safety 

 To educate and sensitize the students, staff and faculty regarding safety issues and train 

them to deal with safety-related emergencies. 

 

3. Energy Conservation 

 To carry out energy audit and improve energy efficiency on campus. 

 To replace conventional energy sources with renewable energy sources such as solar 

electricity. 

 To educate and sensitize the students, staff and faculty in energy conservation. 

 

4. Water Management 

 To carry out water audit of the campus. 

 Plantation of the plants that require less water. 

 To promote the subject of water conservation and improve upon the water management 

strategies to reduce wastage of water. 

 

5. Waste Management 

 Convey and implement best practices for sorting and disposing of waste, recycling, and 

compost. 

 Promote 5R (refuse, reduce, reuse, repurpose and recycle). 

 To manage, collect and dispose e-waste appropriately. 

 To formulate and implement plastic ban on campus. 
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Activities undertaken (2021-22) 

SWACHHTA DRIVE: The Green Campus Committee and HARITIMA celebrated Gandhi 

Jayanti on 1st October, 2021. Cleanliness and sanitation being an integral part of Gandhi ji’s 

living, a Swachhta Drive was conducted to commemorate the birth anniversary of Father of the 

nation. Students and faculty voluntarily engaged themselves in cleaning and pruning of the 

Botanical Garden area. The volunteers also organized a cleanliness awareness camp for the 

Safai karamcharis as an outreach activity. They were given hand washing and healthy 

sanitation practice tips. Masks were distributed and the counter measures against Covid were 

also discussed with them. Fruits were distributed as a celebration towards Gandhi Jayanti.  
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BILLBOARDS AND SIGNAGE: Billboards and signage were installed in college campus 

to create awareness amongst students on different issues related to environment conservation 

and water conservation. 

 

 

TREE PLANTATION: Tree plantation drive as organized to celebrate International Girl 

Child Day on 11th October 2021. Ms. Palak Goel, DSP Traffic, having additional charge of 

DCHG was the chief guest on the occasion.  
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“सहायता” - DONATE A MEAL: The Green Campus Committee of Goswami Ganesh Dutta 

Sanatan Dharma College organised “सहायता” - DONATE A MEAL drive on 21st October, 

2021.  This initiative was to enhance education with adequate nutrition. While it is necessary 

to have underprivileged children attend school, it is also just as important to have them eat 

regular meals in a day. The Green Team Members; Dr, Jyoti Kataria, Dr. Indu Mehta, Dr. 

Shikha Gupta. Ms. Raveena Thakur along with a student volunteer Mr. Dikshant visited 

Government Model High School RC-2, Dhanas, Chandigarh as an extension activity in lieu of 

World Food Day. Mrs. Ravinder Kaur, Principle of the school discussed about the school's 

mid-day meal working pattern and structure. With that a small acquaintance with students of 

the school took place. The students were sensitised about health and cleanliness awareness 

and were explained about its importance.  The team members also spread the awareness on 

the diseases like dengue and malaria which are caused due to a mosquito bite and told 

students to maintain hygiene and cleanliness around them always. They were also told to not 

let the water lodge anywhere near their homes. The members later served food to the students.  
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OPEN MIC COMPETITION: Green campus committee of Goswami Ganesh Dutta College, 

Chandigarh organized an ‘Open Mic Competition’ to motivate the youth for green future on 27 

October 2021. The participants presented poetry, monologue and short speech on the topic 
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“Green jobs for sustainable development”. The participants from various colleges of 

Chandigarh enthusiastically participated in the competitions and came out with effective 

sustainable solutions. The green volunteers on the occasion requested to come out with 

innovative entrepreneurship ideas so as to boost green economy. In the era where climate 

change is the root cause of many disasters, such awareness initiatives are a must in the society. 

 

 

DIYA PAINTING AND ECO-RANGOLI COMPETITIONS: Diya painting and Eco-

Rangoli competitions were conducted by the college Environment Society – HARITIMA as a 

part of sensitization towards celebrating green and pollution-free Diwali on 27th October 2021. 
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SHIKSHA ABHIYAN: Green volunteers Ms. Komal Sharma and Ms. Shruti of B.Sc III took 

remedial classes at Government Model High School-2 RC, Dhanas, Chandigarh on 29 and 30 

October 2021as an outreach activity. They volunteered to be part of Shiksha Abhiyan and 

mentored students.  

  

 

‘WASTE TO WEALTH’ WORKSHOP: As a part of ‘No Plastic’ campaign on single use 

plastics, the College Environment society - ‘HARITIMA’ conducted a ‘Waste to wealth’ 

workshop on making pots out of plastic waste, a perfect way to recycle an empty plastic bottle 

into something useful and creative on 12th November, 2021. About 40 students in two batches 

participated in the workshop to create planters that are easy to maintain and are a step towards 

plastic waste management. 
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ANTI-CRACKER CAMPAIGN:  

An anti-cracker campaign was organized by Green Campus Committee and HARITIMA – 

the Environment society of the college on 2nd November 2021 with an aim to create 

awareness regarding noise and air pollution caused by bursting of crackers. Students pledged 

not to burn crackers and celebrate Green Diwali. Students spread the message of ‘Harit 

Diwali-Swasth Diwali’ among the community by taking out a rally in the neighborhood 

residential areas and markets of sector 32 and 46.  
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WORLD AIDS DAY The Red Ribbon Club of Goswami Ganesh Dutta Sanatan Dharma 

College, Sector 32-C, Chandigarh, in collaboration with the N.S.S. Unit organised a Candle 

March in the college campus on the ocassion of World AIDS Day on 1st December 2021.The 

Red Ribbon Club of Goswami Ganesh Dutta Sanatan Dharma College, Sector 32-C, 

Chandigarh, in collaboration with the N.S.S. Unit organised a Candle March in the college 

campus on the ocassion of World AIDS Day. 

 

 

STEP UP! CONSERVE WATER ON CAMPUS: Green volunteers did water audit of the 

campus and its physico chemical analysis under the guidance of Dr. Jyoti Kataria, Ms. 

Raveena Thakur, Ms. Neha Dhiman and Mr. Puran Lal. Activity was executed in three phases 

of water consumption, water management and phsico-chemical analysis. Different teams 

were constituted to undertake the activity under the mentorship of the faculty members 

respectively. The survey conducted by students helped to spread awareness and grab attention 

of the students and staff on the subject of water conservation and improve upon the water 

management strategies to reduce wastage of water. 
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GANDHI CHHADI CAMPAIGN: The green team of GGDSD College, Chandigarh 

conducted a series of activities under the ‘Gandhi Chhadi’ Campaign of MGNCRE from 27th 

to 31st December, 2021 starting from making of Gandhi chhadi, swachhta pledge, collection 

of plastic waste and making of made arti-crafts and plant pots out of discarded plastic waste. 

Cleanliness drives were conducted to apprise the people to keep their surroundings clean and 

reduce the usage of single use plastic. Mr. Samarth Sharma, Programme Coordinator, 

MGNCRE visited and interacted with the volunteers. He also discussed the challenges faced 

during the campaign and appreciated the efforts of Green team.  
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DISCARDED PEN BANK: Green team made boxes out of waste to collect discarded pens 

which students leave in the classrooms or just throw it away. These boxes were installed at the 

Administrative Block and at various other sites of the college. The pens collected will be 

refilled and will donated to the needy for reuse. Green volunteers also sensitized students to 

stop using single use plastic pens and encouraged use of fountain pens which can be refilled 

again and again. Mr. Samarth Sharma inaugurated the Discarded Pen Bank in the 

Administrative Block. He appreciated the efforts and interacted with the volunteers. 
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SWACHHTA PLEDGE: As a part of the Swachhta Mission, to spread awareness, swachhta 

pledge was taken by staff and students on 30th December 2021 with a commitment to work for 

cleanliness voluntarily. 

 

 

EACH ONE PLANT ONE: As part of the Swachhta Action Plan (Phase 2), a ‘Tree Plantation 

Drive’ was organized from 10 to 13th January by the Green Campus Committee in 
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collaboration with Haritima and the college NSS Unit. The college students were motivated to 

participate in this drive by encouraging them to plant and adopt trees in their locality. The 

students also took a pledge to promote tree plantation and preservation in their localities. The 

event was marked by sapling plantation on and around the college campus. College received 

Certificate of Appreciation for the same from MGCNRE under the aegis of Ministry of 

Education. 
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NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT YOUTH PARLIAMENT (NEYP): Goswami Ganesh 

Dutta Sanatan Dharma College hosted group discussions for the college level screening round 

of National Environment Youth Parliament (NEYP) on 15th January, 2022. The event was 

organized with an aim to discuss on the pressing issues related to conservation of environment 

and develop a common understanding for addressing the issues. About 80 students from 

different streams participated in the event. Amolika Saini of B.Com 1 qualified for the National 

level that will be held in April at Parliament House, New Delhi 

 

 

TREE PLANTATION AND DONATION DRIVE: Green Campus Committee in 

collaboration with Haritima organized a “Tree Plantation and Donation Drive” on 13th January, 

2022 at Goswami Ganesh Dutta Sanatan Dharma College, Chandigarh. The event was marked 

by sapling plantation on and around the college campus by the respected Principal, Dr. Ajay 
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Sharma, members of the staff and student volunteers. Saplings were also distributed amongst 

the students and staff members. 

 

WORLD YOUTH DAY: Aristotle Club of Department of Zoology conducted an Online E-

Pledge event  on 12th January 2022 to mark “World Youth Day”  to spread awareness 

regarding ill effects of drugs. 204 Students from different colleges participated and took the E 

Pledge regarding Say Yes to Life No to Drugs. 

SENSITIZATION WORKSHOP ON SWACHHTA: Sensitization programme on 

Swachhta organized under the aegis of MGNCRE through online platform for the students of 

GGDSD College on 6 March, 2022. Mr. Ajay and Mr. Samarth from MGNCRE were the 

spokespersons. They explained Swachhta Action Plan of the institutions and the parameters to 

be covered under were by them.  
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FESTIVAL OF SPRING: Festival of spring celebrations were held at Department of Botany 

on 12 March 2022. Students enthusiastically participated in several events and were motivated 

by Dr. Ajay Sharma, Principal for their creative ideas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WORLD FOREST DAY: Green Campus committee and Environment Society HARITIMA 

celeberated ‘World Forest Day’ on 21 March 2022 to educate the students about the multiple 

facets of environmental conservation through various activities. Dr. Debendra Dalai (IFS), 
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Director, Science and Technology, also the Director Environment & Forests, and also Chief 

conservator of Forests, Chandigarh inaugurated the Fest and motivated the students towards 

conservation of nature. He gave various tips on combating pollution while addressing the 

students and made them aware of the various initiatives of the Chandigarh Administration 

towards environment conservation. 

 

The Department of Zoology, Goswami Ganesh Dutta Sanatan Dharma College, Chandigarh 

organized a Poster making competition to mark the occasion of “International Forest Day” on 

the theme “Forest Conservation” to make students aware and explore their innovative ideas. 

Since after the prolonged lockdown due to pandemic, students were excited to participate in 

offline event. 29 students of different classes participated enthusiastically in the competition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WORLD WATER DAY:  

To sensitize the students on the critical issue of water crisis, inter- college declamation 

competition on the theme ‘Conserve water resources for our future’ on 20 March 2022 to 

mark World Water Day -2022. Participants shared their views and put forth viable solutions 

towards conserving water.  
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ENVIRONMENT FEST –SHARINI: Green Campus committee and College Environment 

Society organised Inter-College Environment Fest –SHARINI from 21st -23rd March, 2022. 

The fest was held in a Hybrid Mode for maximum participation of the students. The event 

World forest Day (21st March 2022), World Water day (22nd March 2022) and World 

Meteorology Day (23rd March 2022), occasions of environmental importance were celebrated. 

The purpose of the fest was to provide a platform for students to showcase their unique talents 

on the central theme of Environment and Sustainability and to educate the students about the 

multiple facets of environmental conservation through various activities. Best out of Waste, 

Planter Painting, Talent Hunt, Poster Painting, Face Painting, Sustainable Fashion, Essay 

writing, Photography and Declamation were some of the competitions conducted. Theme for 

all the events was “Prakriti- Lets care, Share and Conserve”. 
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TALK ON SWACHH CAMPUS: Talk on Swachh campus was given by Mr. Samarth 

Sharma, Consultant, MGNCRE under the aegis of Department of Higher Education of the 

Ministry of Education. He educated the students about cleanliness and environmental 

conservation through a lively interaction with an emphasis on community engagement. 

 

PLANTATION DRIVE: Plantation drive was organized by the students of Enactus Club at 

Garden adjoining SD College, Chandigarh on 25th March 2022. 
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STATE LEVEL WORKSHOP: A ‘State Level Workshop on Eradication of Single Use 

Plastic, Propagation of Medicinal and Aromatic Plants - MAPs and Best Herbal Garden 

Awards’ was hosted by Goswami Ganesh DuttaSanatan Dharma College, Chandigarh under 

the aegis of Department of Environment, Chandigarh Administration in collaboration with 

NGO ‘Yuvsatta’ under the Swacch Bharat Mission. The event was attended by about 148 

Principals and In-Charge of Eco-Clubs from schools and colleges across the city. Mr. Debendra 

Dalai, IFS, Director Department of Environment was the Chief Guest on the occasion. 

 

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT YOUTH PARLIAMENT- 2022 (NEYP-22): Dr. Jyoti 

Kataria and Ms. Amolika, student of B.Com I participated at "National Environment Youth 

Parliament- 2022" held at Sansad Bhawan, New Delhi on 16th April, 2022. The event was 

organised by Manav Rachna International Institute of Research and Studies, Faridabad in 

collaboration with Paryavaran Sanrakshan Gatividhi (PSG). Dr. Jyoti Kataria participated as 

Environment Nodal Officer and Ms. Amolika was selected after regional level competition. 

The theme of the program was PARYAVARAN CHETNA- ENVIRONMENT & 
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SUSTAINABILITY. This was the first time that NEYP was held at Sansad Bhawan, New 

Delhi.  

 

 

WORLD EARTH DAY:  On the occasion of Earth Day, Green Campus Committee and 

College Environment Society conducted a Waste to Wealth workshop on making pots out of 
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waste material on 21st April, 2022. With a focus on Recycling, Reusing and Reducing waste 

material, student volunteers collected take away containers and converted them into planters. 

Students actively participated in the campaign and collected take away waste containers and 

waste earthern kulhars from Food joint Chaye Chatore. It was a unique way to sensitize the 

students to recycle and reuse waste. About 25 students participated in the workshop to create 

planters and planted indoor air purifying plants in them.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Aristotle Club of Zoology Department, Goswami Ganesh Dutta Sanatan Dharma College, 

Chandigarh organized an Online “Slogan Writing Competition” on 22 April 2022 to celebrate 

the “World Earth Day”. The theme of competition was “Paint the Earth Green”. 72 students of 

different classes participated in the event. 
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WASTE TO WEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT CONSCIOUSNESS: Mr. Nakul Phull, 

Mr. Sparsh Kataria and Ms. Jasagam Kaur, green volunteers of Green Campus Committee 

conducted workshops on Green Practices at different schools of Ambala city, Haryana. The 

theme of the workshop was “Waste to Wealth and Environment Consciousness”. The young 

minds were sensitized about the green practices they can follow to save our planet. Students 

were asked to initiate Pen Bank at their institute. They were taught to make pen donation boxes 

were they can collect discarded pen, refill them and reuse. They were also encouraged to stop 

using single use pens. 
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‘PEN-UP’ CAMPAIGN: The Department of Environment, Chandigarh Administration in 

collaboration with Goswami Ganesh Dutta Sanatan Dharma College, Chandigarh and the NGO 

‘Yuvsatta’; on the occasion of World Environment Day, organized the Pen-Up Campaign 

Launch on 5 June 2022. The event was attended by 150 school and college principals and 

teachers; and students from schools across the city. The ’Pen-Up’ Campaign of the Department 

of Environment, Chandigarh Administration was officially launched by the Chief Guest, Mr. 

Debendra Dalai; the nationally renowned cartoonist Mr. Sandeep Joshi and Dr. Ajay Sharma, 

Principal, G.G.D.S.D. college to ‘refuse, reduce, reuse, repurpose and recycle’ plastic pens and 

encourage the replacement of single-use plastic ball and gel pens with re-usable fountain pens. 
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GO GREEN CAMPUS DRIVE: Green Campus Committee and Environment Society- 

HARITIMA organized “Go Green Campus Drive” to commemorate World Environment Day 

on 6 June, 2022. The event was held in collaboration with FOR A CAUSE NGO. Speaking on 

the occasion, the college Principal, Dr. Ajay Sharma, motivated the students to inculcate eco-

friendly best practises in their everyday lives. More than 200 indoor plants were placed in the 

corridors of the college to make them green and cool.  

 

ANNUAL CONFERENCE:  Department of Environment, Chandigarh Administration in 

collaboration Green Campus Committee, Environment Society- HARITIMA & Yuvsatta-NGO 

organized an annual conference on theme “SDG 2030 READY CHANDIGARH” on 30 June 

2022. The conference was in compliance with NGT-National Green Tribunal Guidelines for 

protection & management of environment for achieving SDG2030 Goals. And over 200 Eco 

Club incharge teachers, inspectorate staff of Municipal Corporation, staff of Pollution Control 

Committees of tricity and RWA members participated in the endeavor. 
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Campus Achievements: 

Green Campus Committee performed number of activities under the aegis of MGNCRE, GoI, 

New Delhi and got number of appreciation certificates for the institute. 

 Sustainable Campus 
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 Swachhta Action Plan 

 

 Each One Reach One Covid Mission 
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 Beat the Covid Campaign 

 

 Gandhi Chhadi Innovation for Waste Collector, Phase I 
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 Largest Plantation Drive 

 

 

 

Faculty Achievements: 

 Dr. Jyoti Kataria received Letter of Appreciation as a Nodal Officer for Swachhta 

Activities 2021-22. 

 Dr. Jyoti Kataria, Dr. Jasveen Dua, Dr. Indu Mehta, Dr. Shikha Gupta, Dr. Vikram Sagar, 

Ms. Raveena Thakur, Dr. Neha Dhiman, Dr. Anuprabha received Certificate of 

Appreciation for participating in Phase 1 ‘Gandhi Chhadi Drive’ initiative of MGCNRE, 

Ministry of Education, Government of India. 

 Our Non- teching staff Mr. Gurbachan Singh, Mr. Rohit and Mr. Puran Lal received 

Certificate of Appreciation for participating in Phase 1 ‘Gandhi Chhadi Drive’ initiative 

of MGCNRE, Ministry of Education, Government of India. 
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Student achievements 

 Four of our students Dikshant , Aditya, Komal and Pooja received Certificate of 

Appreciation for participating in Phase 1 ‘Gandhi Chhadi Drive’ initiative of MGCNRE, 

Ministry of Education, Government of India. 
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